Language, Literacy and Communication
Mrs Parry phonics group- sound family ‘ai’, ‘ay’ or ‘a-e’
Mrs Tomlinson phonics group- sounds recap a’i,ee,oa,oo
Visit Purple Mash 2dos/ Seesaw for phonics

Mathematics and Numeracy
Home Learning Journey
Week Beginning 8th June 2020

activities.
Challenge tasks
-

Word Hunt. Use old magazines, newspapers to
hunt for words with your focus phonics sounds.
Cut out and sort the words to create your own
word walls (examples shown on Purple Mash and
Seesaw)

-

Seesaw activity: Tricky Word Bingo. Join me
on seesaw for another game of bingo

-

Listen to the final chapter, Chapter 7 of our
class book, ‘The Secret Garden’ on your
Seesaw journal. To catch up on any missed
chapters, go to your Seesaw journal. On the
right-hand side click on the file icon. From here

-

Expressive Arts
Continued Activity: Over the next two weeks we would like you to
have a go at creating your very own secret garden. We would like you
to make your garden in a cardboard box (cereal or shoe box size would
plants and mini beasts. Here are some examples.

Challenge tasks
-

-

-

2do/Seesaw activity: Shape names Complete
the activity matching the correct name to the
shape.
2do/ Seesaw activity: 3D shapes quiz.

Shape hunt- Around your home what 3D
shapes can you find? Have a look and share
with me your results.

I will upload these images onto Seesaw and Purple Mash so you can
take a closer look.

Here is a selection of challenges to work
through this week. These can be used as
a guide and can be adapted to suit your
own interests.

about our class book.

Keep in touch with me on Purple Mash/
Seesaw by sharing the activities you have

Health and Well-being

completed.

This week have a go at the ‘Go Noodle’ I’m Still
Standing dance.

Humanities

https://family.gonoodle.com/activities/im-stillstanding

The Garden at Night

Hopefully you will recognise the song and be able to

to come out at night.

smile.

shapes, to recap the names of the 3D shapes together.

Complete the 3D shapes quiz to help remember
those 3D shape names.

Comprehension- answer the questions

Don’t forget to post a video/ photo of you doing the
dance. We love to see you having fun, it makes us

See my teaching clip on your seesaw activities: 3D

be perfect) and turn it into a busy little garden filled with flowers,

select, The Secret Garden.
2do/ Seesaw activity: The Secret Garden

dance and sing along.

3D Shapes

Click on the link to watch this short clip about a creature which likes

Science and Technology
Following on from your task last week to observe the
clouds. I would like you to create your own cloud by
microwaving a bar of plain white soap for about 1 ½ - 2
minutes. This will give you a fluffy ball that you can
shape into cloud formations.
Watch out! Contents from the microwave will be
HOT. Ask an adult to help you remove your clouds.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p0119lm4
Go to 2do/Seesaw activity: Animal sorting activity. Can you have a
go at sorting the animals that are active during the day and animals
that are active at night.
Key vocabulary

Cymraeg

Diurnal- active during the daytime

I would like you to recap the days of the week in Welsh. Please

Nocturnal- active during the night

complete the 2do/ seesaw activity: Welsh Days of the Week.

